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Contacts:
Chris Marvell is the Newsletter editor. Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters
for publication, criticisms etc. If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting
Chris with her advice and proofreading. If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission. You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk
Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter. Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s “digital” archive,
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the
Newsletter). Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops - working with Simon
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our
website. If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at
publisher@belleek.org.uk.
The Group’s Chairman is Patricia Russell MBE, email chairman@belleek.org.uk
Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk
The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk
Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/. To contact Simon, the
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk.
There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group. This is research@belleek.org.uk. For
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk.

Credits
Photographs:

Briane Carter, Paul Ewings, Simon Whitlock, Eddie Murphy, Pat and Paul Tubb and Chris Marvell.

Articles by:

Eddie Murphy, Briane Carter, Pat and Paul Tubb and Simon Whitlock.

Other material:

Don Clinton, Helen Rankin, Elaine Ewings, Charles Easthope and Jan Golaszewski.

Acknowledgements:

The Guardian on the Wedgwood Museum court ruling, Wikipedia on Robert Maxwell, Belleek website
www.belleek.ie., Newark New Jersey Museum, The Bowl Company for details of the Aran ware for sale,
Belhorn Auctions, Viewback Auctions Omagh, Stephen Church of Church's China.

Forthcoming Events
24th and 25th March 2012

Spring Meeting, Portsmouth, hosted by Pat and Brian Russell

14th and 15th July 2012

AGM, Coventry, hosted by Eileen and Bernard Burgham

October 2012

Venue and date to be advised.

December 2012

Christmas Party hosted by Bev and Chris Marvell, Derbyshire, date and theme to
be advised.

Newsletter Deadlines
Summer 2012:

Deadline for articles and other material is 15th June 2012.

Cover Picture…
Detail from a first period earthenware teapot stand or trivet. This is a highly rare and unusual example, decorated with a
transfer print and hand coloured. The subject is entitled "The Origin of the Harp" and will be fully explained in Eddie
Murphy's article on Teapot Stands.
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the
Pottery. It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests. We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or
images used. If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.
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From the Editor…
Unintended consequences... or how a boy born in Czechoslovakia to Jewish parents, named Ján Ludvík Hyman Binyamin Hoch,
has by his actions jeopardised one of Britain's greatest cultural assets. It can happen that an idea or plan to solve a particular
problem, usually considered at first to be ingenious or even brilliant, can turn out to have alarmingly perverse consequences even the complete opposite of what was intended - Here are a few examples of this:









In King William III's reign, someone in his government had a brilliant idea... what about taxing households based on the
number of windows that their house had - it was simple to calculate and easy to administer, you just had to count the
windows and give the bill to the householder. The tax was introduced in 1696 but it was soon clear it was not producing the
revenue expected - people were bricking up their existing windows and new houses were being built with fewer windows!
This had become a serious problem by 1718 and the legacy of this tax can still be seen today in Georgian buildings with their
blanked out windows. It was reported that the production of glass from 1810 remained almost the same despite the large
increase in population and building of new houses. Complaints from the medical profession and enlightened individuals
rapidly grew as the industrial revolution and urbanisation created mass housing and crowded cities and raised the spectre of
epidemics. They argued that the lack of windows tended to create dark, damp tenements which were a source of disease and
ill-health. The campaigners eventually won the argument and in 1851 the Act was repealed and replaced by a house tax.
In 1990, The State of Victoria in Australia made safety helmets compulsory for all cyclists. Sounds highly sensible, doesn't
it... indeed there was a reduction in head injuries. It was only later that it was realised that the reduction was caused largely
by there simply being fewer cyclists: youngsters considered the helmets to be unfashionable and so stopped cycling - the
decrease in exercise increased obesity and actually made the children less healthy.
Prohibition in the USA in the 1920's to suppress the alcohol trade drove legitimate small time alcohol suppliers out of
business and consolidated the grip that organised crime had on the trade.
The CIA provided covert funding for the Mujahideen in Afghanistan during the days of the Russian conflict there - this
funded and contributed to the rise of Al-Qaeda.
Rabbits introduced for food in Australia have now caused an ecological disaster because of their explosive and uncontrolled
breeding. The same thing has happened many times with other well intentioned introductions of alien species.
Theobald Mathew's temperance campaign in 19th-century Ireland (where thousands of people vowed never to drink alcohol
again) led to the consumption of diethyl ether, a much more dangerous intoxicant, by those unwilling to break their pledge.

I'm sure you get the picture. But why am I banging on about this? Well it's just that we are now seeing a classic example of an
unintended consequence concerning the Wedgwood Museum. UK Group members who attended our meeting there will agree that
this is a magnificent creation and a great asset to Stoke on Trent and the United Kingdom. If you read this Newsletter, the antiques
trade press or merely take a passing interest in the subject in the press and on television, you will have heard of the sorry plight of this
wonderful, award winning, world-class museum which has received £9million of Heritage Lotteries funding.
In a nutshell, the Wedgwood Museum in Barlaston, Stoke-on-Trent now faces being forced to sell its historic collection of china,
masterpieces by Stubbs, Romney and Reynolds, and an unsurpassed archive linked to the nation's social and industrial history. On
19th December 2011, judges in Birmingham ruled that the pottery collection owned by the museum was an asset of Waterford
Wedgwood Potteries, which went bust in 2009. The collection can now be sold to pay off creditors, the largest of which is the Pension
Protection Fund tasked with solving the £134 million black hole left in the pension scheme when Waterford Wedgwood failed.
And the main reason for this calamitous state of affairs?
Well this is where the hero of the piece comes in: he is also known as Robert Maxwell, who in the 1990's used hundreds of millions of
pounds from his companies' pension funds to shore up Mirror Group shares, to save his companies from bankruptcy. Maxwell's theft
was eventually partly repaid from public funds with the result that Mirror Group pensioners received about 50% of their company
pension entitlement. On 5 November 1991, at the age of 68, Maxwell was presumed to have fallen overboard from his luxury yacht,
the Lady Ghislaine, which was cruising off the Canary Islands, and his body was subsequently found floating in the Atlantic Ocean.
His sensational death caused huge financial instability and the Maxwell Companies finally filed for bankruptcy in 1992.
To get the Government off this particular hook of coming up with missing pension money when someone had misused or simply run
off with fund's money, legislation was enacted to ensure that ANY organisation linked to a pension scheme could be held responsible
for pension shortfalls. In this case the organisation is the Wedgwood Museum.
Although the museum had not been connected to the Wedgwood company for almost 50 years, five of its employees were part of the
Pottery Group Pension Plan's 7,000-member scheme. Because those five became employees of the Wedgwood Museum seven years
ago, the court has ruled that the administrators of the museum are now liable for the £134m. The Wedgwood company is bust,
remember, sold for a pittance, without any liabilities, to a U.S. concern - so the museum is now solely liable to pay this debt. Simon
Wedgwood, one of Josiah's descendents, was reported as saying: "The Wedgwood Museum … was specifically set up by a family well
known for its altruism, and as they realised the cultural and artistic value of the heritage. It is shocking that a change in law and
method of paying the museum staff in recent years should have such appalling and unintended results for a publicly available
collection of national, if not international importance."
If the Museum is now closed, its collection sold and archives scattered, it will be a national disgrace. UNESCO has identified the
Wedgwood Museum as one of the top 20 British cultural assets and the head of UNESCO has condemned the current state of affairs.
Let's just hope something can still be done at this 11th hour or we will lose yet another part of our ceramics heritage due to some well
intentioned but hastily written legislation - surely no-one foresaw this particular consequence.
CM
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News from Belleek Pottery
Belleek Meets President Higgins at Showcase Ireland
24 January 2012
We had a great opening day at Showcase Ireland at the RDS, Dublin! The
President of the Irish Republic, Michael D. Higgins was there to officially
open the show and we were delighted and honoured to be one of six
companies selected to officially meet the him!
Pictured on the right are Managing Director John Maguire (centre) and
Sales Manager James Callaghan (right) meeting President Higgins (left)
and showing him items from the beautiful new 'Aran' tableware collection,
with which he was very impressed.
The Showcase Ireland Exhibition ran from January 22nd – 25th and The Belleek Group were proud to launch
an exciting range of product across all brands for 2012!
The Belleek Aran range has now been fully
launched by the Pottery and is available from a
number of sources, including Amazon.com. Here
are a number of items that it is now possible to
purchase.
The official description of the new ware is:
"The designers at Belleek have been inspired by the
rustic but beautiful hand knit patterns found on the
Aran Islands which lie on the most westerly point of
Europe, across from Galway Bay. Hand knitting has
been popular in Ireland since the 17th century. Each
unique pattern originates from different families and
holds its own name and story. The Aran collection is
complemented by accent patterns such as Cable,
Tree of Life and Fisherman, which can be mixed to
enhance your table."

Left is a 10 inch dinner plate priced at US $30.

Above are illustrated the mug (US$25), cereal bowl (US$25) and two accent plates, the "Cable" design and
the "Tree of Life" design, both priced at US$25. Other products are available in this range - contact the
Pottery for full details.
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Group News
Not news but maybe some information of interest. If you recall, in the previous Newsletter, I asked if anyone
could identify all the people in this old group photo, which was included for comparison with an up-to-date one.
I knew quite a few but Charles and Fiona Easthope have come up trumps, so here is the story of this
photograph.

"The group photograph in the Newsletter was taken in our back garden by Marion (Langham) using her own
camera, when we held the meeting at our house. I'm not sure which year but I have a letter from Henry Sandon
somewhere in the house which would tell us - he sent his apologies for not being able to attend - but I cannot
find it at the moment. I know it was the summer AGM and I think the year was 1995."
The group consists of (from left to right):
Joanna Urbanek, Charles Easthope, Brian Scott and Brenda Scott (at the back, partially obscured),
Christine McCormack, Jim Howden, Jan Golaszewski (crouching at the front), Brenda Henton (at the
back) Graham Munton (standing in front of her) Jackie Howden, Brian Henton (at the back), Janine
Davies, Gary Davies (at the back), Peter McCormack (in front of him), Karen Kincheloe, Maureen
Munton (at the back), Sheila Houghton (in front), Chris Marvell (at the back), Eddie Murphy (in front of
him), Kathy Owen (in front of him), Graham Houghton (at the back), Bev Marvell (in front of him),
Melanie Whitlock (in front of her), David Reynolds (at the back), hidden, but probably Linda Murphy,
Simon Whitlock, Fiona Easthope (at the front), possibly Melanie Whitlock's mum (hidden at the back),
Eddie Renshaw, Doris Campbell's son/in law, Doris Campbell (at the front with her grandchild), Liz
Renshaw (at the back), probably Doris's daughter/in law (hidden), Fiona (our daughter Charlotte's friend at
the front), Charlotte (our daughter, this last two were our volunteer kitchen help for the meeting). Marion of
course is not in the picture!
I'm sure you'll agree that this is such a good photo and a nice way of remembering those members who are no
longer with us.
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We have received notification of a meeting of the Northern Ireland Group from Helen Rankin.
NOTICE OF MEETING
NORTHERN IRELAND BELLEEK COLLECTORS GROUP
TO BEHELD ON FRIDAY 30th MARCH 2011
IN BELLEEK POTTERY AV ROOM

27th February 2012

Dear Members

Friday 30th March 2012
12.30pm
1.30pm
Agenda

Meet for Lunch in the Pottery Café
Meeting to be held in AV Room of Pottery
Minutes of Meeting 25.11.11
Matters Arising
Secretary’s Report
Treasurer’s Report
President’s Report
Any Other Business

**Proposal to hold a 155th Anniversary Event to be held over the weekend of:

Friday 15th June & Saturday 16th June 2012
Suggestions and possible programme to be discussed at the meeting
Ed: I'm sure UK members will be interested in this proposal from the NI Group to hold a 155th Anniversary
Event at Belleek.
This can be discussed at our forthcoming Portsmouth meeting on 24th and 25th March, it is possible that
Fergus Cleary who is joining us in Portsmouth will have more information by then. If any of our members or
associates will be in Ireland over this weekend they could well be able to attend this event: contact Helen
Rankin (the NI Group Hon. Secretary) or Patricia McCauley the (NI Group President) via
editor@belleek.org.uk.

From Jan Golaszewski
Note from the Editor: Tony Fox and Bev Marvell have NOT yet concluded their series of articles on Belleek
black mark teaware - this will be back again in the next issue of the Newsletter!
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The Autumn Meeting in Oundle, near Peterborough
Hosted by Diana Awdry. Saturday 23rd July and
Sunday 24th July
On the right is Diana's wonderful home, formerly a
station on the old Midland Railway, now converted into a
magnificent house. It is built in the vernacular stone with
chimneys to match the style of some of the important
properties in the area.
On the Saturday we arrived in good time for lunch at Diana
Awdry’s home in Oundle. As the house is converted from
the old station, the lounge is in the former ticket office, still
retaining the original doors and windows. When the
Midland Railway had originally built the station, they had
obviously built it to last - with the highest quality
construction and some fixtures and fittings that still survive
today. It was such a beautiful sunny day that we could take
our lunch outside onto the garden patio (this is in fact the
old station platform!) to enjoy it.

Food and drink was
supplied in
abundance...

It was lovely to meet
for the first time
members Patricia &
Keith Brigstock who
had brought along a
rare 2-strand flat rod
basket for us to admire.
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Above: Patricia and Keith Brigstock with Pat
Tubb; our "picnic" on the former station
platform - Diana Awdry with Linda Murphy
and Patricia again..
Above left: underside and detail of the flat rod
basket. Left: Neptune teaware - a rare blue
and gilt cup and saucer. Below left: more of
Diana's collection. Below: Neptune again - a
rare butterscotch colouration this time.
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Following our visit to Diana's we made the most
of the wonderful weather and many of us visited
local places of interest.

We had a good look at the lovely small town of Oundle, the
buildings largely constructed of the local stone, glowing in
the afternoon sunshine.
Some views of picturesque Oundle.
Many of us met up in the evening at the Benefield
Wheatsheaf for dinner. This is in a very small village just
to the West of Oundle. Here we are, seated before an
excellent meal.
Below: our group for dinner - minus Chris Marvell the
photographer as usual and the venue, the Wheatsheaf at
Benefield.
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The Bridge Hotel, Thrapston - our venue for the meeting on Sunday.

Sunday 16th October - The UK
Group Meeting
On Sunday 16th October Members gathered for their autumn
meeting at the Bridge Hotel in Thrapston, Northants. The
Chairman, Pat Russell, welcomed everyone and apologies were
reported. A warm welcome was extended to new Members
Patricia and Keith Brigstock, who introduced themselves and
told of how they started collecting Belleek. We were all
pleased to see Brian Henton and his friend Cathy.

Group Business
Voting slips for the Devotee Award would be sent out with the
details of the Christmas events, and Patricia McCauley
will present the award at the March meeting [Ed: Fergus
Cleary will now be coming over instead of Patricia]. Paul and
Elaine Ewings summarised their plans for hosting a Christmas
drinks evening on Friday 2nd December and a trip to Lincoln
Christmas Market on Saturday 3rd. Pat and Brian Russell will
host a meeting in Portsmouth on 24/25th March 2012, and
some possible activities were outlined. The date of the AGM
has been changed to 14/15th July due to an Olympic event
taking place in Coventry the weekend after (and affecting some
roads).
Above right: Pat Russell our Chairman and Bev Marvell our
Administrator prepare for the meeting.
Right: Brian Henton with Cathy.
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Belleek in General
The Chairman has refused requests for valuations. A
separate enquiry about a plate was passed to our Group
expert on teaware. A non-member had made contact with a
Member about an item for sale; ways to approach this were
discussed. A newspaper article has reported the re-issue of
the Irish Blessing plate. The whole verse has not been
printed, but this may be reviewed.
Right: Pat Russell with Keith and Patricia Brigstock and
Pat Tubb
Below left: Cathy and Brian chat with Jan Golaszewski
over coffee
Below right: our Treasurer Paul Ewings with Pat Tubb

Above: Elaine Ewings chats with Diana Awdry
who very kindly hosted the meeting.
Left: Fiona Easthope with Pat Russell
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Report on the BCIS Convention, Chicago, 15–18 September 2011
Elaine and Paul Ewings talked about attending their first Convention, which was hosted by the Windy City
Chapter. They hadn't realised how packed the programme would be, and were therefore pleased that they'd
visited Chicago the previous weekend while visiting Elaine's brother and family in Indiana. They described
their impressions of this wonderful city while showing a selection of photos, before going on to summarise
some of the Convention activities. These included talks by UK Group Members Eddie Murphy (on teapot
stands) and Paul and Pat Tubb ('Hunting for Headstones'). Amongst other contributions, Trevor Rankin from
the Northern Ireland Chapter gave a talk entitled 'You Can Never Have Too Many Belleek Baskets' and the new
Honouree, Briane Carter of the Phoenix Chapter, described her 'Ultimate Belleek Christmas Ornament
Collection'.
The owner of the Pottery, George Moore, also gave an update on the business. However it wasn't all work and
no play (if you can call listening to such fascinating talks work). The Windy City Girls had organised
marvellous dinners and entertainment. On the first evening people were soothed by harpist Aislinn Gagliardi
then the next night, in complete contrast, the entertainment was by the bagpipes and drums of the Emerald
Society of the Chicago Police Department. At the gala dinner the wonderful youngsters of the Weber Irish
Dance Group left watchers feeling exhausted, then the Larkin and Moran Brothers band played their Irish/Celtic
music to great acclaim. A coach trip to see the sights of Chicago was also a popular event, with the opportunity
to take plenty of photos.
Linda Murphy was reminded that earlier in the week she had bravely stepped out onto the glass platform at the
top of the Sears Tower! At the end of the Convention most attendees managed to squeeze some extra Belleek
into their suitcases, whether from the two tempting sales rooms or the from the auction, raffle and table prizes.
Most of all it was an opportunity to meet like-minded collectors from all over the world to enjoy our shared
passion.
[there are many illustrations of the Convention in the previous Newsletter, No. 32/3]

Pat Tubb's update on the Headstones Project
Back to the Group meeting, where Pat Tubb gave an update on her
talk at the Convention about the Headstones Project. Since 2005
Paul and Pat have researched the important potters who travelled
from Stoke to Belleek and then to Trenton, New Jersey. Bromley,
Gallimore and Swann are buried in Trenton but their graves are
unmarked. Pat and Paul have been working tirelessly to raise the
money needed to erect headstones, and showed pictures of the style
of plaque that will be bought and an example of the wording. At the
Convention, Pat sold pieces of her Clones knot lace (a type of
crochet work), which ranged from greetings cards to a wonderful
collar. Large examples of the Belleek logo, one green and one black,
were auctioned and raised a magnificent $600. The UK Group
donated cufflinks made from our enamel badges, and the delegates
donated many other items for auction. For example, Olga Clarke
gave a statue of Saint Patrick, and a prototype 'Aran' plate,
authenticated by Fergus on the reverse, was sold for $430. The total
required for the headstone fund was $5514 and the auction
proceedings reached a fantastic $2950. When added to previously
raised funds only $73 was required, which was immediately donated
by the Empire Chapter. Pat was overwhelmed by everyone's
generosity and enthusiasm. Pat and Paul showed the UK Group
pictures of a Willet's basket and an Ott and Brewer mirror frame,
reputed to be by Bromley.
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Slide Show of three Belleek Collections in the USA
Chris and Bev Marvell showed photos taken on their visits to
three collections in Seattle and Chicago. A great number of
slides of wonderful Belleek were shown, being items from
the collections of Del Domke and Syd and Carolyn
Darlington in Seattle and Kay and Pauline Corcoran in
Chicago. Some remarkable and unique items. Some of these
items will be illustrated in articles in future issues of the
Newsletter where appropriate.

Eddie Murphy's talk on Teapot Stands
Eddie Murphy gave fascinating a talk on teapot stands, which
was a repeat of his talk at the International Convention and is
the subject of a Newsletter article in this issue.
Right: Eddie beginning his presentation.

This was followed by Lunch in the dining room of the Bridge
Hotel. Here (on the right) are Pat, Patrick and Paul Tubb
preparing to enjoy it.
When we returned to our lecture room, we settled down to
await the talk from our guest speaker.

Our Guest
Speaker, Sue Whitehouse
Our guest speaker Sue Whitehouse, a friend of meeting host Diana,
then gave a talk entitled 'Postcard Collecting and Where it Led Me'.
Her interest is in postcards, buttons and ceramics (in that order), in
particular in relation to railway towns and related industries. Sue
works for the Talyllyn preserved railway in mid Wales. Her first
postcards were obtained as a child from her father. Then as a
teenager she began collecting cards made by Photochrome in
Tunbridge Wells. The postcards, which date from 1905 to the
present, give an appreciation of the beauty of Britain.
Left: Sue with a map of her progress on her walk
Sue was inspired by a TV drama about a walk from Land's End to
John O'Groats, which showed views on some of her cards, and the
idea was planted to attempt such a walk herself around the time of
her 50th birthday! In April 2005 Sue left her home in Tywyn for
Land's End. She stayed at youth hostels, B&Bs and campsites.
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She was minimally equipped with tent and other
essentials, but still had 36 lb on her back while she
walked 12–13 miles a day. The comment heard most
often was: "That looks heavy, where are you going?" Sue
was very entertaining in recounting anecdotes about the
people she met along the way, their kind offers of help
(especially of cups of tea), and the places she visited. Her
route took her past many of the scenes in her postcard
collection. In southern Scotland Sue became aware of a
knee injury, and by the time Edinburgh and Perth were
reached she caught a virus as well and realised she
couldn't continue walking. Putting her health first, she
caught a train to Inverness and then a bus to John
O'Groats. Sue raised £4000 for her three chosen charities:
Talyllyn Railway, Diabetes UK and her local church.
Above left: Sue at the start of the walk at Land's End.
Above left: two postcards from her collection - walking
sometimes isn't easy!
Right: after the talk, Chairman Pat Russell showed our
appreciation for her interesting presentation with a gift
from the Group.
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Bring and Tell – The
theme was 'Small is
Beautiful'
Right: the Bring and Tell items
laid our for our inspection.

Francis Kiddle (below) started
proceedings and told of how his
grandfather's collection of Royal
Worcester was given away by his
step-grandmother.

Recently a 98-year-old cousin gave him a
"small" part of the collection: a vase with
lid that has a broken finial. He hoped for
advice on a restorer to make it "beautiful".
Jan Golaszewski (below) showed
Doulton models of two children, which
were purchased when at a Belleek
Convention in L.A. He expressed his
feelings about how these children were
both small and beautiful.

Joanna Urbanek (left) had two
mementos of the Stoke Convention. One
was a small three-footed spill and the
other a small picture of UK Members in
fancy dress.
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Chris Marvell (left)
opened a little box that
contained two tiny 1st
period salt spoons in the
shape of mussel shells
(right). He explained how
they had been purchased
from an auction that took
place after the 2007
Convention at Belleek at
the Manor House Hotel at
Killadeas. They were at the
back of a case in a rather
dark room, and are "little treasures".
Diana Awdry (right) showed a small cup
and saucer, unmarked, that was given to her
when aged 3 or 4. She said that it's a miracle
that it has survived so long, through several
house moves.

Sue Whitehouse, our guest speaker (above), had brought along two pieces: a small coffee can with a forgetme-not pattern in the shape of a W, which is believed to be Goss, and a Goss armorial piece with a Henley on
Thames crest. Her late father used to row and took the family to Henley Regatta.
The judges Keith and Pat
chose Jan as the winner,
and he received a (small)
prize.
Gifts were also presented
to Sue and Eddie for their
talks and to Diana for
organising the weekend.
Brian Henton passed on
love to all from Liz and
Eddie Renshaw in
France.
Above: Jan gets his prize from Pat Brigstock.....

Pat Russell thanking Diana Awdry with another present.
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The Christmas Get-together in Ripley and Lincoln
We held our annual Christmas jaunt in Lincoln in 2011,
visiting the famous and very popular medieval market
at the historic city. On the night before, Elaine and
Paul Ewings invited us all to their home in Ripley for
another Christmas celebration, a chance to see their
Belleek collection and for the raffle draw.
As shown here, the visit to Elaine and Paul's was yet
another opportunity to chat and eat, drink and be merry
in our customary way.

Left: here are the raffle prizes and above
one of the winners - Chris Reynolds with
the Greek plate. The full results are given
below.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Echinus Plate - Diana Awdry
Greek Plate – Chris Reynolds
Individual Sugar – Rachel Downy (Eddie Murphy's granddaughter)
Leaf Plate – Paul Ewings
Pair Salts – Robin Wootton
1981 Xmas Plate - Eileen Burgham
Vase – Linda Murphy
Bracelet – Chris Reynolds
Chicago 2011 Convention Plate – Brian Henton

Right: Eddie Murphy with recently purchased "hand and shell" celebrating on behalf of his granddaughter
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And the UK Group Honouree of the Year (2011) was...
... Pat Tubb
Right - a winning team:
Pat with Paul and
Patrick.
Left: At the Chicago
Convention - Pat with
Patricia McCauley and
Angela Moore, Pat with
our honourary actioneer,
Dean Bagnall and the
green mark crochet
panel auctioned for the
Appeal.

Pat, Paul and Patrick sent us this St. Patrick's Day greeting along with this Shamrock motif made by Pat
from a pattern in Eithne D’Arcy’s book ‘Irish Crochet’ (above).

May Blessings Surround You for Ever and a Day.
Happy St Patrick’s Day to all our friends and family wherever you
may be.
Love from Pat, Paul & Patrick.
This award by the UK Group, which will be presented at the March meeting, was warmly applauded as it is
richly deserved. Pat is a stalwart of the Group, a leading light (with Paul of course!) in the research that we
carry out (see the articles in this Newsletter) and not least dogged and dedicated in her work towards getting the
proper recognition and headstones for the graves of the English potters from Belleek who emigrated to the
USA. Pat and Paul have carried on with this over many years, never giving up in spite of the large amount of
money needing to be raised.

Congratulations, Pat!
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And the next day was
our trip to Lincoln...
It was a beautiful day - cold but with
sparkling winter sunshine. We parked
and took the buses into the City... and
did I say this event is popular? Well,
it was busy... very busy, absolutely
packed in fact! There was a mood of
jolity and enjoyment - all manner of
goods, ancient and modern were on
sale. A highlight was the glühwein
(mulled wine) supplied by the team of
visitors from Lincoln's German twin
city of Neustadt an der Weinstrasse.
The Christmas market is held annually
on the first Thursday of December
until the following Sunday in the
Bailgate area of the city (in and around
the Castle grounds). The market is
based upon the traditional Germanstyle Christmas market as found in
several German cities. A factor that
contributed to the extra popularity of
this year's event was that in 2010, for
the first time in the history of the
Christmas Market, the event was
cancelled due to 'atrocious conditions'
of heavy snowfall across Lincolnshire.
Dramatic Lincoln Cathedral and its
Close and Bev with Glühwein.
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Yes, it really was extremely popular to put in mildly - a
very interesting and enjoyable experience with plenty
of good food - I bought "genuine" medieval pies and
German sausage - for later consumption as we arranged
to get together for an afternoon dinner at the famous
"Wig and Mitre" restaurant on "Steep Hill" - yes the
name is literally correct. We had a secluded space amid
all the hustle and bustle in this lovely historic eating
place and had a fabulous meal there.
The thronging crows at the Christmas Market and our
little group outside the Wig and Mitre.

From Jan Golaszewski
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Belleek Teapot Stands
by Eddie Murphy
Linda and I mainly collect old Belleek although we also have some newer pieces. One of my passions is
collecting earthenware which has a special attraction as it was used in everyday life - the old pieces have
survived in spite of this. The particular items I am presenting here are good examples of this simple, everyday
ware - teapot stands. You might think this is an unusual and narrow subject for an article, but these simple
objects were amongst the earliest items made at Belleek, their simple shapes making them suitable for
production in quantity without needing the higher skill levels necessary for more complex shapes or for fine
parian. Teapot stands were made from the earliest days of the Pottery with production carrying on throughout
the first period and well into the second period.
Although most teapot stands were made in
earthenware, some well known parian patterns also
included a teapot stand as one of the pieces
available: these are Tridacna, Grass and Thorn and
there may be other ones out there but I have not yet
come across them. I would like to begin by giving
some examples of these parian pieces.
Tridacna: beautiful pink and gilded
The side view reveals the coral feet

And this Tridacna item has a second period mark
(as can be seen in this view of the underside).
I am pretty sure that only the parian (porcelain)
stands are found with the second period mark, as I
have not seen an earthenware stand with the second
black mark, implying that production of the
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earthenware stands stopped before the beginning of the second period ... unless of course any readers have a
second period earthenware example in which case I would greatly appreciate them giving me this information.
The next parian teaware pattern in which a teapot stand was made was Grass.
Here we have a trio of grass
teapot stands.
First (top left) is a beautiful
grass pattern example with
good lustre, colourway
number 1, bearing a black
first mark and the figure 1.
The second (top right) has
somewhat more faded lustre.
First black mark.
The third (bottom) has no
decoration at all, is bigger,
much whiter in tint and is an
earthenware example, first
black mark.

How were these teapot
stands made? At this
point I will try to explain.
Firstly, the base (top) is
made in one mould and
the rim in another
separate mould. The feet
are made in yet another
mould - a mould for
making the small feet
would probably have had
at least 3 of these feet in
it. The separate parts
making up the teapot
stand are then stuck
together with liquid clay
(otherwise known as
slip).
The base (top left) and rim (top right) of the stand and two different types of feet: parian (below left) and earthenware (right).
I want you to look at the foot on these grass teapot stands (above) and notice the differences between them. The
two decorated stands have the same feet and the undecorated stand has the more simple, smaller feet. We did
not realise until we got them out to photograph them for this talk (given at the recent Chicago Convention) that the undecorated stand is earthenware - what a shock! If you hold it up to the light you cannot see any
shadow through it. This of course accounts for it having the different design of the feet. (Ed: does this mean
there are also grass pattern teapots in earthenware or are only the stands made from earthenware?).
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The Old Belleek Photograph Album (published by Fergus Cleary in 2007) shows many examples of teapot
stands. As far as can be determined from the pictures they are all earthenware and match some of those in our
collection.

Top: composite photograph of the old showroom at the Pottery,
from Fergus Cleary's 2007 book - this is assembled from the two
published photos and shows the whole room.
Middle: close-up of the dresser on the left of the top photograph
showing at least eleven circular teapot stands, probably
earthenware, variously decorated.
Left: close-up of the dresser in the extreme right foreground of the
top photograph showing two more teapot stands, one washed out
by sunlight falling on it, the other with a strong central decoration.

These photographs show that the earthenware teapot stands were considered decorative enough to be
prominently displayed in the showroom at the Pottery and that a large number of different designs were
available.
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I would now like to present a selection of
earthenware teapot stands to show the great variety of
decoration that was available, from simple transfers
to elaborate hand coloured and gilded transfer printed
designs. The degree of decoration would have
determined the cost of the item, with the gilded
stands commanding a much higher price than the
basic ones.
(1) A fabulous rose design: this may be hand painted or
transferred and hand coloured. It has a 1st period mark in
blue. Notice the delicate gilding around the edge.

(2) A delicate design of blue harebells - a central spray and a border.
(photo courtesy of Viewback Auctions, Omagh)

(3) A classical or allegorical design of a ram with two cherubs
or boys. This is a hand coloured transfer. [Photo courtesy of
Belhorn Auctions]

(4) Gilded and hand coloured transfer design of a butterfly and
wheat ears and leaves. Note the ladybirds in this design.
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(5) Belleek were very fond of using nature and botanical
subjects in these designs: here we have once more the
butterfly and grass motif but with two ladybirds and a
dragonfly. The gilded border is similar to a few others. Once
more, this is a hand coloured transfer.

(6) An unusual decoration for Belleek - a cat in a hamper. In
this case, some of the decoration may have been done outside the
Pottery and the outer gilding of the frame is almost certainly
applied outside the Pottery.

(7) A very nice picture of Donegal castle. Notice the man is
there fishing again. And if you have ever been to Donegal
you are sure to have driven over this bridge. On the back is a
blue first period mark. It is marked Donegal by hand and
has the standard Belleek impressed crown and harp to show
that this was Armstrong’s best body.

As an aside, I believe that the crown that Belleek used was that of Saint Edward the confessor. King Edward
was responsible for the rebuild of St.Peter's Abbey at Westminster now better known as Westminster Abbey, he
died on 5th January 1066 and was made a saint in 1161 his body was transported to a shrine at Westminster
Abbey in 1163.
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One of Belleek Pottery's favourite
subjects for decoration was the
Pottery Itself! Belleek did transfer
prints of the factory on teapot
stands (amongst other things) in
several different colourways. Here
we have it in green/blue. Note the
man fishing: there are pictures
without the man fishing but I have
not seen a teapot stand without
him.
(8) Detail of the green transfer print on
a first period teapot stand.
Middle picture: An entire teapot stand.
Bottom left picture the impressed date
mark.
This teapot stand I purchased at an
antiques fair at 4.30 a.m. yes, 4.30
in the morning - that’s when this
particular fair starts. The seller
had just put it onto her stall and I
immediately picked it up. She said
that she didn't know what the
building was... well, I certainly
thought that I did!
The print is a realistic
representation of the Pottery as it
was in the first period - note the
bottle kilns to the left of the main
building.

The blue printed stand is marked with a set of
numbers 28 over 78: this is the date. It means
the 28th week of 1878.
A similar stand with pink transfer decoration (left).
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(9) What I think may have been a
really early one. This has the Belleek
mark on the front (minus the "Belleek"
banner) with a border of convolvulus
and on the back is marked Belleek
Enniskillen. A similar item is
illustrated by Neville Maguire in his
book "Belleek in Context" and also by
Chris Marvell in his article on the
early history of the Pottery. The
mark is shown below.

This teapot stand seems to have
been produced to publicise the
pottery but the exact reason for
the "Belleek Enniskillen" mark is
unknown. It probably dates
from the earliest production
before 1865.
(10) Another one with the mark on the front (the
first mark is complete with the "Belleek" banner
in this case) is this one with the complex chain
link border - this border pattern also appears on
dinner ware.
This is again of early production. It is
clear that Belleek produced these teapot
stands from an early date because they
were well suited to the method of
production favoured by Armstrong (and
patented by him in 1866) - this method
was that of casting either normal
earthenware clay or a dry powder into a
mould using a machine capable of
operating at a high pressure. There is a
good deal of evidence that Armstrong was
working on this process as early as 1860,
using it to make simple articles for his
trials (this is reported in his diaries) These
tiles and the round teapot stands were
therefore amongst the first items that the
Pottery produced for sale.
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(11) A large tile, 9 1/4 inches square, decorated with a
hand coloured transfer print of the Belleek Pottery
logo, an inner border of entwined convolvulus and a
geometric outer border. This is possibly not a teapot
stand but a trivet, intended for placing a hot pan onto.
By my definition of teapot stand, the item needs to
have a rim to hold back any spillage of tea. (Image
courtesy of Adams auction house, Dublin)

(12) Another tile or trivet, dimensions unknown but
probably 9 1/4 inches square as the previous example.
Decorated with the same transfer printed outer border
as the previous example but with the standard transfer
print of the Pottery in the centre in the place of the
first period mark.

These two tiles follow the theme of publicising
the pottery and may also be from an early date
of production.

And so we come to a teapot stand which is both unusual and special. The example we have in our collection is
very crazed and chipped and of a slightly different shape to the typical earthenware stands discussed previously.
We have already mentioned that Robert Armstrong documents in his diaries using these teapot stands as
subjects for his trials. He first mentions using a certain transfer print as early as June 28th 1864. He then
mentions this same subject many times over the period 1864 until 1868. Armstrong was trying many different
printing colours to obtain the best effect with this print. In June 1864 he is concerned with a blue printing
colour and in 1868 he is trying to perfect a "bronze brown". In each of these many trials over this period he
uses the same subject, which therefore appears to be of some importance to him.
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Armstrong called the decoration: "The Origin of the Harp". When I saw this teapot stand, in spite of its poor
condition, I just had to have it.
It took me a whole week to talk the lady dealer into selling it to me after going into her bric-a-brac shop. She
showed it to me but was not sure what to ask, so every evening we would go to see her and come out every
night without the stand. In the end, on the night before we were due to come home, I put a wad of money on
the counter and said it is that or nothing: She took it.
We called the lady on the teapot stand
"Venus" - as this is what we thought the
subject was - a classical Venus rising from
the waves. We have since found out that
her story is much more interesting than
this and that she has a great deal of Irish
significance. Armstrong mentions her
frequently and it is clear that the strong
Irish significance was also dear to him.
She is pictured here and on the front cover
of the Newsletter.
Can you see her arm sticking out forming
part of the harp and her hair hanging down
over her arm these represent the strings of
the harp.

The "Origin of the Harp" stand and detail: hand coloured transfer print - the print is in Armstrong's "bronze brown" colour.
Also see the detailed image on the front cover of the Newsletter.
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The "Origin of the Harp" is a truly Irish creation. The story
of how this design came to be created is interesting,
particularly if you have some interest in the history and
legends of Ireland.
Thomas Moore, the famous Irish poet, born in Aungier
Street, Dublin on 28th May 1780, was the author of a short
poem which he called "The Origin of the Harp".
Moore was educated at
Trinity College, Dublin
and the inspiration for the
poem came from a visit
Moore made to visit
Edward Hudson in
Kilmainham Gaol in
Dublin in 1798. Moore
discovered that Hudson
had made a charcoal
drawing on the wall of his
cell of this "Origin of the
Harp".
Above left: Painting of the Irish poet Thomas
Moore 1780-1852.
Above right: the first verse of Moore's poem.
The highly romantic figure of the woman,
standing in the moonlit sea, wreathed in
seaweed, her arm outstretched to form the
shape of the harp, clearly represents
Hibernia (Ireland) or Erin (as of course we
well know her from the allegorical Belleek
figure of Hibernia awakening from her
slumbers). This was precisely the way
Armstrong saw the Belleek Pottery, an
awakening of Irish industry. This image
must have chimed exactly with his way of
thinking - he certainly mentions it more
than any other single design in his
extensive diaries.
Thomas Moore died in 1852, some 14
years before Armstrong first mentions the
design. In 1842, however, the artist Daniel
Maclise R.A. made the image of the
woman representing Ireland the subject of
an oil painting, which can now be seen in
Manchester City Art Gallery: it is also
entitled "The Origin of the Harp".
Left: Oil painting by Daniel Maclise R.A. 1842:
"The Origin of the Harp" - Manchester City Art
Gallery.
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This article has been on humble largely earthenware items which were simple enough to produce to make them
some of the earliest objects that the Belleek Pottery produced for sale. The Pottery used them for publicity
purposes, to advertise the existence of the new Irish pottery and made many in the early days which
incorporated the company logo in the design of the decoration. Prints of the Belleek Pottery itself were also
used as decoration and this continued during the whole of the first period.
Robert Armstrong used the simple teapot stand
shape as the basis for many of his trials, both for
the development of his earthenware and dust
pressed bodies and for the development and
perfection of various colours to use with
transferred prints. In particular, Armstrong
used his own print of "The Origin of the Harp"
after Daniel Maclise's 1842 painting illustrating
Thomas Moore's romantic poem, as the basis of
many experiments he carried out between 1864
and 1868. We have discovered the actual
copper plate for this print at the Pottery.

Above: extract from Armstrong's diary 28th June 1864.

Belleek Pottery made many different teapot stands. Most of them are made in an earthenware body but they
were also made to complement Tridacna, Grass and Thorn parianware teapots and in these cases the teapot
stands were also made in a parian body. The earthenware stands were usually decorated with a transfer print,
coloured by hand and gilded in the more expensive variations. Exceptionally a teapot stand may have been
hand painted by an artist at Belleek or used by an outside decorator as the substrate for their artwork.
To conclude this article let's go back to last year's Belleek
Convention in Chicago. I gave this talk on teapot stands at the
convention and on the first evening (the Thursday), Linda and I
gave the sheet music that goes with Thomas Moore's "Origin of
the Harp" poem to Aislinn Gagliardi, the harpist who had been
engaged to provide the beautiful soft backing music to our
evening event. She is an excellent harpist and was able, on sight,
to give us a rendition of the song. Robert Armstrong would have
been proud of us!
Linda Murphy and Bev Marvell with Aislinn the harpist
Finally, here is Thomas Moore's poem.
'Tis believ'd that this Harp, which I wake now for thee,
Was a Siren of old, who sung under the sea,
And who often at eve thro' the bright waters rov'd,
To meet on the green shore a youth whom she lov'd.
But she lov'd him in vain, for he left her to weep,
And in tears, all the night, her gold tresses to steep,
Till heaven look'd with pity on true love so warm,
And chang'd to this soft Harp the sea-maiden's form.
Still her bosom rose fair -- still her cheeks smil'd the same -While her sea-beauties gracefully form'd the light frame:
And her hair, as, let loose, o'er her white arm it fell,
Was chang'd to bright chords, uttering melody's spell.
Hence it came, that this soft Harp so long hath been known
To mingle love's language with sorrow's sad tone:
Till thou didst divide them, and teach the fond lay,
To be love when I'm near thee, and grief when away!
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Belleek Ornaments
by Briane Carter
This article is based on a presentation given at the
2011 Chicago Belleek Convention.
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The article is a comprehensive listing and
categorisation of the ornaments manufactured by
Belleek Pottery.
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It is based on my own collection, which began with a
few ornaments - I had about 50 in 2000 and now (in
2011) there are over 300.

Below left is the first ornament that I collected.
And below right is our Christmas tree in 2000 - it
already sports a good number of these lovely
adornments.
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Charles and Jean Weleck (above) had been avid
ornament collectors, in 2001, I was able to acquire their
collection... with the result (above right) that the tree in
2001 was considerably enhanced!
Decorating the Christmas tree has now become a major
undertaking. Here is Carroll (my husband) starting the
task.
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Here on the left are the ornaments, all sorted and
ready...
...and here (below left) is the tree we have now - the
ornaments cover it font and back - and there are still
some left over for these decorations (below right).
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The main part of this article is now devoted to a categorisation in chronological order and by type of ornament.
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2006 to
to 201
20111

#3622
#3622Sky
SkyBlue
BlueDoorway
Doorway
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Belleek
Belleek has
has pr
produced
oduced many
many
v
var
arieties
ieties of
of cr
crosses
osses

#1836
#1836 Christmas
Christmas
Cross
Cross Mini-gold
Mini-gold

#1813/#1822
#1813/#1822 Celtic
Celtic
Cross
Cross Large
Large ‘91
‘91

#2910
#2910 Tara
Tara
Cross
Cross ‘02
‘02

#1994
#1994 St.
St. Bridget’s
Bridget’s Cross
Cross ‘93
‘93

#2911
#2911 Celtic
Celtic
Cross
Cross ‘03
‘03

#3517
#3517 St.
St. Kieran’s
Kieran’s
Cross
Cross ‘06
‘06

#2034
#2034 Cross
Cross of
of
Kells
Kells ‘95
‘95

#2690
#2690 Claddagh
Claddagh
Celtic
Celtic Cross
Cross ‘07
‘07

#2616
#2616 Celtic
Celtic Cross
Cross
Flowered
Flowered ‘00
‘00

#3779
#3779 Dromore
Dromore
Cross
Cross ‘09
‘09

#4012
#4012 St.
St. Patrick’s
Patrick’s
Cross
Cross ‘10
‘10

Above Celtic and
other crosses.
#1845
#1845
Christmas
Christmas
Stocking
Stocking ’93
’93

th
#1227
#1227 Shillelagh
Shillelagh 77th Mark
Mark (Gold)
(Gold)

Issued
Issued for
for St.
St. Patrick’s
Patrick’s Day
Day 1989,
1989, then
then offered
offered
as
as #1916
#1916 for
for Christmas
Christmas 1990
1990

Gilt
Gilt or
or painted
painted
shamrocks
shamrocks

th
#1238
#1238 Shillelagh
Shillelagh 88th Mark
Mark (Blue)
(Blue)
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Some
Some rrar
arely
elyseen
seenor
ornaments
naments

#1806
#1806 Dove
Dove of
of Peace
Peace ’90
’90 (the
(the
hole
hole in
in the
the bottom
bottom can
can
accommodate
accommodate aa small
small light
light ))

#1801
#1801 Bell
Bell with
with Star
Star ‘90
‘90

#1803
#1803 Bell
Bell with
with
Wreath
Wreath ‘90
‘90

#1846
#1846 Snowman
Snowman ‘93
‘93

#1805
#1805 Bell
Bell with
with
Candle
’90
Candle ’90

#1819
#1819 Harp
Harp 77thth

#2033
#2033 Candlestick
Candlestick ‘94
‘94

#2233
#2233 Delarobia
Delarobia
Wreath
Wreath ‘97
‘97

#1981
#1981 Cherub
Cherub ‘93
‘93

A selection of some
of the rarer
ornaments.

#2031
#2031 Sleigh
Sleigh ‘94
‘94
#1980
#1980 Gospel
Gospel Bell
Bell ‘93
‘93

#2033
#2033 Doves
Doves of
of Peace
Peace ‘94
‘94

#1235
#1235 Cottage
Cottage with
with
th
Candle
Candle 77th mark
mark (Based
(Based
on
on the
the cottage
cottage salt)
salt)

#2122
#2122 Rocking
Rocking Horse
Horse ‘95
‘95

## 2013
2013 Leprechaun
Leprechaun ‘93
‘93

#2056
#2056 Train
Train ‘94
‘94
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Shopping
Shopping
Bags
Bags

Ginger
en
Gingerbr
bread
eadM
M
en

#2981
#2981Gingerbread
GingerbreadMan
Man
with
withFlag
Flag‘02
‘02

#2980
#2980 Gingerbread
GingerbreadMen
Men(pair)
(pair)‘02
‘02

Plate
Plate Or
Ornaments
naments

Belleek
Belleekuses
usesthe
thebasic
basicplate
platedesign
designto
toprovide
provideaavariety
varietyof
ofspecialty
specialtyand
andlimited
limited
edition
editionornaments.
ornaments. AAfew
fewexamples
examplesbelow.
below.

Teddy
TeddyBear
Bear
Or
Ornaments
naments

st
#1817
#1817Baby’s
Baby’s11stChristmas
Christmas‘91
‘91

#2860
#2860Scotty
Scotty

#2804
#2804Shamrock
ShamrockPlate
Plate

st
Baby’s
Baby’s11st
Christmas
Christmas

#2335
#2335Teddy
TeddyBear
Bear
with
withGifts
Gifts‘02
‘02

#2906
#2906Irish
IrishBlessing
Blessing

#3196
#3196Teddy
TeddyBear
Bear‘04
‘04

#3519
#3519Marriage
MarriageBlessing
BlessingPlate
Plate

#3520
#3520Holiday
HolidayBlessing
BlessingPlate
Plate

#2629
#2629Daisy
Daisy
Teddy
TeddyBear
Bear‘01
‘01

#3735
#3735Pottery
PotteryPlate
Plate

#2630
#2630Sailor
Sailor
Teddy
TeddyBear
Bear‘02
‘02

#3447
#3447Teddy
TeddyBear
Bearinin
Balloon
Balloon‘04
‘04

M
iscellaneous
M
iscellaneous Or
Ornaments
naments

#2925
#2925Train
Train‘03
‘03
#1842
#1842Wreath
Wreath‘94
‘94
#1829
#1829Claddagh
Claddagh‘92
‘92

#2007
#2007Shu
ShuBall
Ball’93
’93
(later
(laterShamrock
ShamrockBall)
Ball)

#2129
#2129 Picture
PictureFrame
Frame‘95
‘95

#2916
#2916Lantern
Lantern‘02
‘02

#2938
#2938Celtic
CelticKnot
Knot‘04
‘04

#2917
#2917Church
Church‘03
‘03
#2924
#2924Sleigh
Sleigh‘03
‘03
#2915
#2915Spiral
SpiralShell
Shell‘02
‘02

#2909
#2909Irish
IrishChristmas
Christmas
Package
Package‘04
‘04

#3709
#3709Horseshoe
Horseshoe‘08
‘08

#2914
#2914Beehive
Beehive‘02
‘02

Above are various ornaments, grouped by type. The bottom row are miscellaneous items.
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Christmas Themed Ornaments

#2087
#2087 Santa
Santa in
in
Chimney
Chimney ‘94
‘94

#2259
#2259 Santa
Santa
Collector
Collector Bell
Bell ’97
’97

#2339
#2339 Santa
Santa
Bearing
Bearing Gifts
Gifts ’98
’98

#2546
#2546 Christmas
Christmas
Tree
Tree Santa
Santa ‘99
‘99

#2662
#2662 Decoration
Decoration
Santa
Santa ’00
’00

Santa
Santa Claus
Claus
Or
Ornaments
naments

#2776/2779
#2776/2779 Wish
Wish
List
List Santa
Santa ’01
’01

#3258
#3258 Santa
Santa Claus
Claus ‘04
‘04 #3448
#3448 Santa
Santa in
in Sleigh
Sleigh ‘06
‘06

#2904
#2904 Santa
Santa with
with
Puppies
Puppies ‘02
‘02

Chr
Christmas
istmas Tr
Trees
ees

Snow
Snowflakes
flakes

#1811
#1811Christmas
Christmas
Snowflake
SnowflakeMini-gold
Mini-gold
#1800
#1800Christmas
ChristmasTree
Tree‘93
‘93

#2802
#2802Christmas
ChristmasTree
Tree‘01
‘01
#3688
#3688Snowflake
Snowflake‘07
‘07
#3529
#3529Snowflake
Snowflake‘04
‘04

#1979
#1979Garland
Garland‘93
‘93

Most of the Belleek ornaments are intended for decorations at Christmas but many of them can also be used at
other times of year for other decorative purposes. The ornaments shown on this and the following page are
those solely intended for Christmas use.
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Baby’s
Baby’sFirst
FirstChristmas
Christmas
In
Inthe
thebeginning
beginningthe
thebear’s
bear’sface
facewas
was
hand
handdecorated.
decorated. This
Thislater
laterproved
provedto
to
be
bedifficult
difficultto
tokeep
keepaagood
goodstandard
standard
of
ofdecoration
decorationand
andthe
themould
mouldwas
was
changed
changedto
toallow
allowaadecaled
decaledface
faceto
tobe
be
used.
used. The
Thechange
changewas
wasmade
madein
intime
time
for
forthe
the1993
1993production.
production.(This
(Thisbear
bear
was
wasinjured
injuredwhen
whenthe
theChristmas
Christmastree
tree
fell.)
fell.)

Belleek
Belleekoffers
offers
many
manyexclusive
exclusive
ornaments
ornamentssuch
such
as
asthese
theseexclusive
exclusive
to
toCash’s
Cash’sof
of
Ireland
Ireland
#2976
#2976Nativity
Nativity‘02
‘02

#2633
#2633Fireman
FiremanSnowman
Snowman
#2634
#2634Fireman
FiremanSnowman
Snowmanw/Flag
w/Flag

#3167
#3167Three
ThreeWise
WiseMen
Men‘03
‘03

Issued
Issuedas
asdated
dated
ex
clusiv
eeand
ex
clusiv
and
undated
er
sions
undatedvv
er
sions
#3687
#3687With
WithCandy
CandyCane
Cane
#2111
#2111Irish
IrishSnowman
Snowman #2205
#2205Aran
AranSweater
Sweater #2260
#2260Carnival
Carnival #2337
#2337Santa
SantaSnowman
Snowman

#3706
#3706With
WithWreath
Wreath
#2411
#2411Sailor
Sailor

#2628
#2628Caroling
Caroling #2633
#2633Fireman
Fireman #2636
#2636Leprechaun
Leprechaun #3346
#3346Fisherman
Fisherman

#3778
#3778With
WithUmbrella
Umbrella

#4007
#4007With
WithBroom
Broom

#4031
#4031With
WithStocking
Stocking

#3516
#3516Skiing
Skiing

Choir
ngels
Choirof
ofA
A
ngels
A
ngels
A
ngels

#1993
#1993Girl
GirlAngel
Angel‘92
‘92

Signed
Signedby
by
Sinead
SineadFlood
Flood‘94
‘94

#2609
#2609Angel
Angelwith
withFlowers
Flowers‘01
‘01

#2203
#2203Angel
Angel
with
withHarp
Harp‘96
‘96

#2261
#2261Angel
Angelwith
with
Accordian
Accordian’97
’97

#2338
#2338Angel
Angel
with
withLute
Lute‘98
‘98

#2412
#2412Angel
Angel
Sings
SingsCarols
Carols‘00
‘00

Angels
Angelsexclusive
exclusiveto
toDayton-Hudson
Dayton-Hudsonwere
were
issued
issuedwith
withdates.
dates.The
Thefollowing
followingyear
year
undated
undatedangels
angelswere
wereoffered
offeredto
tothe
thepublic.
public.

#3430
#3430Angel
AngelofofLove
Love‘05
‘05

#3449
#3449/ /#3542
#3542
Holiday
HolidayAngel
Angel‘06
‘06

#3661
#3661Angel
AngelofofPeace
Peace‘06
‘06

Christmas ornaments continued.
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Lighthouses
Lighthouses of
ofIr
Ireland
eland

#2413
#2413Dunore
Dunore
th
12
12thed
ed‘99
‘99

#2620
#2620Bailey
Bailey‘00
‘00

Lighthouses
Lighthouses of
ofIr
Ireland
eland

#2621
#2621Youghal
Youghal‘01
‘01 #2622
#2622Hooks
HooksHead
Head‘02
‘02

#2625
#2625Fastnet
Fastnet‘03
‘03

#3708
#3708Dunmore
DunmoreEast
East‘08
‘08

#2678 Carlingford ‘05
#2647
#2647Arranmore
Arranmore‘04
‘04 #2678 Carlingford ‘05

#3518
#3518St.
St.John’s
John’sPt.
Pt.‘06
‘06

#3776
#3776Blackrock
Blackrock‘09
‘09

#4009
#4009Wicklow
Wicklow‘10
‘10

#4032
#4032Donaghedee
Donaghedee‘11
‘11

#3686
#3686Ballinacourty
Ballinacourty‘07
‘07

D
Disks
isks

#1810
#1810Shamrock
ShamrockOrnament
Ornament7th
7th

#1826
#1826Shamrock
Shamrock’92
’92
(later
(later–Kylemore)
–Kylemore)

#2543
#2543Millennium
Millennium
Special
SpecialMark
Mark‘00
‘00

#2127
#2127Our
OurFirst
First
Christmas
Christmas‘95
‘95

#2129
#2129Irish
IrishBlessing
Blessing‘95
‘95

#2214
#2214Claddagh
Claddagh‘96
‘96

Shamr
Shamrocks
ocks
D1642
D1642Shamrock
Shamrockwith
withHand
Handformed
formed
flowers
flowersmini-7th
mini-7th

#2613
#2613Friends
FriendsBlessing
Blessing‘00
‘00

H
EA
RTS
H
EA
RTS

#2433
#2433Heart
Heartflowered
flowered
mini-blue
mini-blue

#2618
#2618Belleek
BelleekHeart
Heart ‘07
‘07

#4010
#4010Claddagh
Claddagh‘10
‘10

#4011
#4011Joy
Joy&&Peace
Peace‘10
‘10

Claddagh
Claddagh Symbol
Symbol
This
Thisornament
ornamentisisunusual
unusualininmany
many
respects.
respects. ItItisissimilar
similarto
toaaDonegal
Donegal
ornament
ornament(below),
(below),but
butisisissued
issuedinin
Pottery
Potterypackaging
packagingwith
withthe
theBelleek
Belleek
mini-mark
mini-markand
andaaPottery
Potteryinventory
inventory
number
numbercontaining
containingthe
theletter
letter“A”.
“A”.
Perhaps
Perhapsititisisaaprototype
prototypeor
or
experimental
experimentaldesign.
design.Note
Notethat
thatthe
the
design
designisisupside
upsidedown.
down.

#2618
#2618Holly
HollyHeart
Heart
th
flowered
floweredmini
mini10
10th‘00
‘00

Heart
Heartshape
shapeused
usedfor
for
all
allOur
OurFirst
First
Christmas
Christmasornaments
ornaments
from
from1996
1996toto2010
2010

#2447A
#2447ACladdagh
CladdaghSymbol
Symbol

Donegal
Donegalornament
ornament
#2913
#2913Marriage
MarriageBlessing
Blessing‘04
‘04

Lighthouses of Ireland, shamrocks, discs , hearts and a Claddagh symbol.
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#1941
#1941Marmalade
MarmaladeSpoon
Spoonmini-blue
mini-blue

#2228
#2228Lily
LilyBell
Bell‘97
‘97

#1834
#1834Kylemore
KylemoreBell
Bell‘92
‘92

#2908
#2908Irish
IrishCottage
Cottage‘02
‘02

#2926
#2926Kells
KellsChurch
Church’05
’05
(also
(alsoissued
issuedas
as#2923
#2923
Nacba
NacbaChurch
Church’04
’04for
for
North
NorthAmerican
AmericanCeltic
Celtic
Buyers
BuyersAssociation
Associationfor
for
one
year
one yearininUSA.)
USA.)

#2232
#2232Beer
BeerStein
Stein‘97
‘97

#2585
#2585Teapot
Teapot‘00
‘00

#2350
#2350Shamrock
ShamrockTeapot
Teapot‘98
‘98

#2937
#2937Woody
Woodythe
the
Christmas
ChristmasElf
Elf’03
’03

#2805
#2805Nutcracker
Nutcracker
with
withBell
Bell‘01
‘01

#2881
#2881Nutcracker
Nutcracker
with
withDrum
Drum‘02
‘02

The
Thelast
last
ornament
ornamentwith
with
BCIS
BCISbackstamp
backstamp
#2699
#2699Watering
WateringCan
Can‘01
‘01

#2421
#2421Golf
GolfBag
Bag‘00
‘00

#2943
#2943Harp
HarpCoffee
CoffeePot
Pot‘02
‘02

The
The Pottery
Pottery has
has offered
offered ornaments
ornaments through
through QVC.
QVC. Many
Many of
of
these
these ornaments
ornaments are
are exclusive
exclusive or
or may
may be
be differentiated
differentiated
by
by the
the painting.
painting. AA few
few examples:
examples:

#1818
#1818Partridge
PartridgeininaaPear
Pear
st
Tree
Tree’91
’91(1
(1stfour
fourdays
days
produced)
produced)

#3630
#3630Partridge
Partridgeininaa
st
Pear
PearTree
Tree’08
’08(1
(1stthree
three
days
produced)
days produced)

#2085
#2085Partridge
Partridgeininaa
st
Pear
PearTree
Tree’94
’9411stininaa
complete
completeseries
series

#3687
#3687Snowman
Snowmanwith
with
Candy
CandyCane
Cane

QVC
QVCversion,
version,
gilt,
gilt,with
with
chocolate
chocolatemini
mini
mark
mark

QVC
QVCversion
version

#4004
#4004St.
St.Patrick’s
Patrick’sCathedral
Cathedral
rd
23
23rdannual
annualmark
mark
#2525
#2525Nativity
Nativity‘99
‘99

#3621
#3621Personalized
Personalized
Bauble
Bauble‘06
‘06

#1982
#1982Santa
SantaClaus
Claus‘93
‘93

Above, a final selection of more unusual items.
Below, at the 2011 Chicago Convention: Helen Rankin, Honoree 2007-2008; Briane Carter, Honoree 20112013 and Angela Moore, Chairman of the BCIS.

Sources
Sources and
and Acknowledgements
Acknowledgements
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Fergus
Fergus Cleary,
Cleary, Head
Head Designer,
Designer, Belleek
Belleek Pottery
Pottery
The
The Belleek
BelleekCollectorChristmas
CollectorChristmas ornament
ornament volumes
volumes
Belleek
Belleek Pottery
Pottery Catalogue,
Catalogue, 2003
2003
The
The Beauty
Beauty of
of Belleek,
Belleek, Vol.2,
Vol.2, Nos.
Nos. 11 && 2,
2, 1989
1989
Jean
Weleck,
1989
BCIS
Hall
of
Fame
Jean Weleck, 1989 BCIS Hall of Fame Honoree
Honoree
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James Sheldon, Flower Basket Maker
By Pat and Paul Tubb
When we first heard, from our fellow researchers Scott Anderson and Judi Wells, about an article in the POTS
[Potteries of Trenton Society] newsletter which mentioned another potter who had come to Trenton, possibly
from Belleek, our interest was piqued, as you might expect. The article said his contribution at Trenton was in
basket making, so then our interest increased, particularly as we were, then, totally unaware that any of the
potteries that made American Belleek had in fact made any baskets at all. The article in question had been
written by the senior curator of the Newark Museum, Ulysses Grant Dietz, and carried pictures of pieces in that
museum with their provenance recorded. In particular there were two woven baskets loaned to the museum by
Walter Scott Lenox in 1910 at the opening of the Newark Museum. Ulysses Dietz continues “Of all the loaned
objects, these alone were attributed to a specific craftsman by Mr Lenox: Mr James Sheldon”.

The two examples of James Sheldon’s work. Coutesy of the Newark Museum NJ.
It appears that, according to a ledger in the Lenox archives now held at Rutgers University Library, New
Brunswick NJ, “James Sheldon seems to have produced 35 different examples of this ‘belleek-type’ woven
porcelain”. Two examples from this series are now in the Newark Museum. From 1910 to about 2010 nothing
was known to the museum of the details of James Sheldon’s life. In that year one of his great granddaughters
contacted the museum to find out if they had any of his work in their Lenox holdings and told Ulysses Dietz
many details of his life story.
In our turn we contacted both Ulysses Dietz and James Sheldon’s great granddaughter, Lisa Wieger, and from
there our usual searching aids took us into the discovery of more of his life history both in the UK and in
Ireland. It is this story we are putting before you in this article, in so far as we have been able to uncover it.
James was born at Joiners Square, Shelton, Stoke on Trent on February 28th 1860 – he just missed being born
on the leap day that year – and his parents were John Sheldon a Potter [Presser] and Louisa his wife whose
maiden name had been Martin.
From the 1861 census, when the family had moved to 5 Church Street, Hanley, we discovered that James is the
youngest of four children at that time having one brother, Henry, and two sisters, Emma and Amelia. In this and
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earlier census returns Louisa gives her occupation as Paintress which is also on the marriage certificate of July
8th 1844. The marriage had taken place in the parish Church of Bucknall and Henry, being 16 in 1861, is
followed by two sisters aged 10 and 3 which may well indicate that some other children had been born but
subsequently died in infancy. At the time of the 1851 census the family had been living with Louisa’s mother in
Cheap Side, Shelton and only Henry and Emma are recorded.
At some time during the next decade John took his family to Scotland as on October 14th 1868 their daughter,
Margaret, was born at 24 Paul Street, Glasgow but they were back in Stoke on Trent and living at North Cross
Street, Fenton in 1871, which also identifies two other children born at Stoke in 1866 and 1867. It would seem
that the time spent in Scotland, almost certainly because of work prospects at the time, was quite short. It is
further evidence of the willingness of pottery workers to go to wherever the work is available as we have seen
during this series of articles in other cases such as the Astleys, Woolliscrofts, Guests, Popes etc.
In the 1871 census return James is listed as a scholar, aged just 10, and since we cannot find him in the 1881
census we have no record of his trade in his earliest years of work. Only the three youngest girls are listed with
John and Louisa at 3 Church Street, Hanley in 1881. The article by Dr Deitz quotes his later obituary in the
Trenton Evening Times which says that James was trained at Belleek. This may well explain his absence from
the 1881 UK census records.
His presence at Belleek is, we think, recorded in John Cunningham’s book ‘The Story of Belleek’ in which a
James Sheldon is noted as being involved with the disturbances which surrounded the strike of 1888. It seems
to us very unlikely that there would be two different people with the name James Sheldon working in the
Pottery at this time, even though, as Fergus Cleary has pointed out for us, Sheldon was quite a common name in
Co Donegal. James complained to a tribunal that he had been unfairly sacked and that his own father had left
the pottery when being required to work beyond 4.00 pm on a Saturday.
A James Sheldon is also recorded as one of the nine men convicted for the offence of setting fire to Patrick
Montgomery’s house – Patrick was the only Kilnman who worked during the strike. The nine men were
originally sentenced to three months hard labour in Sligo prison, which was later commuted to one month on
the urging of John Caldwell Bloomfield and finally suspended on the promise that the men would all go back to
work the following Monday. This effectively ended the first ever strike in the pottery at Belleek.
It is interesting to read that James’s father, John was also employed in the Pottery at Belleek, if only for a short
time. John Cunningham also records that, later in the year 1888, the local police brought a case against a Mr
Sheldon for assaulting William Henshall. Henshall did not wish to pursue the case but the police did. Henshall
had not gone on strike and, it is said, was abused on this account. It is not clear whether the man involved was
James or his father or some other Mr Sheldon, but it would appear that there is a link with William Henshall.
Given James’s occupation as listed on his marriage certificate, his later work in America and with his obituary
saying he was trained at Belleek it seems to us likely that James learnt his flowering and basket making skills
from the master himself, William Henshall, whilst working under him.
From the very scant records of both Belleek and the
Coalisland Pottery it seems that in the aftermath of the 1888
strike a number of Belleek workers made the relatively easy
journey, by rail, across to Coalisland on the western shore
of Lough Neagh in County Tyrone and began the short lived
production of parian ware in that town. Coalisland was
already a centre of Pottery production as well as coalmining
and linen production and an enterprising pottery manager
took the opportunity of the trouble at Belleek to recruit
some workers for ‘top end’ production. The mark this
pottery used was the ‘red hand’ symbol of Tyrone
[sometimes in black, also] as shown in the photograph
(Right) here from Eddie & Linda Murphy’s collection.
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As Fergus Cleary has told us, examples exist
in the Ulster Museum including a basket and
an item in the Tridacna pattern. A Coalisland
‘Tridacna’ pattern cup and saucer (Left) is
shown in this photograph.

It may be that James Sheldon is responsible for the Coalisland
basket in the Ulster Museum, because one of those recruited to
Coalisland was our James Sheldon, who we next encounter in
the Irish public records marrying Sarah McGrath in
Stewartstown Chapel on May 25th 1889. His age is given as 25
yrs, probably a mishearing of his true age of 29. He is recorded
as a ‘Flower’ living in Derry, and we think the title may refer to
his working at making flowers in the pottery. Note that Derry
here is a townland in Coalisland not the city or county of the
same name. Similarly, Sarah’s occupation is given as ‘Winding’
which we think may be reference to a task in the flax industry of
the town. It is interesting that a note on the certificate records
that James’ father, John, is ‘dead’ at the time of this marriage.
Unfortunately we have not, as yet, been able to find any record
of John’s death in the UK or Irish registers.
The Photograph shows the front of Stewartstown Chapel as it
exits in 2011.
It is not clear whether John’s wife, Louisa, ever accompanied him over to Belleek but in 1891 she is recorded as
living with her married daughter, Sarah Nelson, at 64 Trafalgar Street, Hanley and is noted as a widow. Sarah is
one of James’s younger sisters but already has four children with her husband, William, who is a miner. In 1901
Louisa is still living with Sarah and her family and is still recorded as a paintress. Her death occurred on
November 5th 1906 at her daughter’s home, 35 Horner Street, Hanley and Sarah is the informant who calls her
mother ‘widow of John Sheldon, Potters Presser’.
James and Sarah’s first child, Mary Ann, was
born at Coalisland in June 1890 and in October
1891 a second daughter, Catherine, came along. It
is interesting to note that on Catherine’s birth
certificate her father’s address is “Rio Brazil,
S.A.” as shown in the accompanying photograph
of part of the certificate (Right).
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Is this another example of potters being willing to go anywhere for work? Had the Coalisland pottery already
hit trouble? Or, had the desire to go abroad for work already become something the young couple had in mind?
Whatever the reason, in January 1893 James set sail for New York on the SS Anchoria from the port of Moville
on the Foyle estuary and states on the manifest that he was going to New Jersey and gives his occupation as
‘Artist’. It would appear that things worked out quite well for him because in June of the same year Sarah and
the two little girls also sailed from Moville to New York on the SS State of Nebraska bound for Trenton NJ.
Two months later in September a third little girl was born at Trenton. Her name was Louisa, possibly after her
paternal grandmother now far away in Stoke on Trent.
The following year the family are in Maryland as their first son, Terence James, is born there in October 1894.
It looks as if it was still difficult for James to find regular work as sometime in the next four years the family
moved again to New Milford in Connecticut where Bernadette is born in December 1898. Was James working
in the Wannopee Pottery where Victor Gallimore, one of William Wood Gallimore’s sons also worked as a
modeller?
In 1889 the family were joined by Terence McGrath, one of Sarah’s brothers, and he was living with them in
New Milford at the time of the 1900 census. He also had come across on the SS Anchoria but from Derry rather
than Moville.
From the evidence of
Mr Lenox, when the
pieces were donated to
the Newark Museum in
1911, the family must
have been back in
Trenton soon after 1900
to have worked for
some time at the 35
pieces recorded. It is
interesting to see that in
the 1910 US Federal
census James’s
occupation is given as
‘Caster in Beleek Pott’,
as shown in this
photograph of part of
the census enumerator’s
page (Right).
The census also records that they have had 7 children but only 5 are still alive at the time of the census. In fact
all five are living with their parents and later in 1910 another son, Francis, was born in Trenton.
The subsequent census return of 1920 shows James still working as a Potter and he is joined by his son,
Terrence [sic], who is working as a Presser. The girls have all left home, probably after marriage. By 1930
James is still working as a potter with just Francis living with his parents in Trenton. Terrance [sic], their other
son, is still working as a Presser in a porcelaine [sic] works and is married to Helen and they have two boys.
From the little we have been able glean so far, from the papers we have looked at and from Lisa’s recollections,
the family seem to have led a very active life in their community particularly around their Church and its
activities. Their role in hosting a large St Patrick’s Day party in 1915 is recorded in the Trenton Evening Times.
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The same newspaper also records James’s death on May 10th 1933 under the headline:

“Lenox Decorator Dies. Sheldon Who Came from Ireland 41 Years Ago, Succumbs”.
He died at St Francis Hospital in Trenton and left his widow, six children, 18 grandchildren and one great grand
child. The obituary notice under this headline also says “Mr Sheldon came to Trenton 41 years ago after he had
learned his trade as a decorator in Belleek, Ireland. He was employed as a decorator for many years by Lenox,
inc., of this city”.
The Trenton Evening Times also tells us that Sarah died on February 1st 1939 whilst staying with her daughter,
MaryAnn, and her husband George Richert. By then the total descendants had risen to 20 grandchildren and
three great grandchildren.
At the end, then, this lad from Stoke on Trent who had worked in Stoke in England, Belleek and Coalisland in
Ireland, possibly in Rio de Janiero, and in New Jersey, Maryland and Connecticut in the USA died with his
loving wife and family around him and leaving a legacy of wonderful items of pottery for us all to admire and
appreciate.
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article and making suggestions to improve it.
Any remaining errors are solely attributable to ourselves.
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Crested Belleek - Update
By Simon Whitlock

Above: Rare 'Forget Me Not' or heart shaped cup and saucer with Kilkenny armorial (courtesy of John Shaw).
Since my first article on armorial/crested pieces, research has continued and a few more good discoveries have
been made in recent years. For this update, I have also taken our original research up to 2008 and added
examples of pieces and designs seen since then to create new ‘league tables’ for actual crests and the shapes
Belleek designed and used up to Spring 2011.

To recap
If you missed the original article from 2008, this can be found in the UK Group Newsletter 29.2 [c]. However,
here is a short resume and history of how these small collectables came to be produced.
The Industrial Revolution had started and the Victorians were investing in a comprehensive rail network which
brought mass travel to everyone during mid to late Victorian times. Bank Holidays were introduced in 1871
giving workers some precious time off and this along with the new railways often resulted in day trips to the sea
or places of special interest.
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Crested ware was small and inexpensive and could be carried easily and safely. Goss quickly dominated the
crested ware market. Other producers included Willow, Shelly, Carltonware, Arcadian, Locke and Co,
Nautilus/Possil to name a few. By 1910 almost 95% of homes had at least one piece or vast collections of
‘crested’ ware on display. This included pieces produced by the Belleek Pottery.

So how has research in the last three years changed our understanding?
As for the starting date, no further First Black pieces have been discovered (only two so far), so we are still
looking at late First Black, circa 1890 as the likely start date. Why such a relatively late start date for Belleek
crested pieces? By the end of Belleek’s ‘First Black’ period the pottery had gone through and was still going
through a period of change and worker unrest with talk of strikes and squabbles within the new management.
Also there had been the earlier deaths of the Belleek founders. We cannot discount that these factors could have
disrupted early plans for new products and more importantly, production of these armorial pieces.
What we do know though, is that by the ‘Second Black’ following the purchase of Belleek by a local
consortium of businessmen, the pottery was interested in generating income to keep the business afloat and
more importantly, turn investment into profit.
When we look at the designs and pieces produced at the time, we can see how costs to manufacture were
beginning to influence what remained in production with a few exceptions. The prestige pieces which were
expensive to produce along with unpopular pieces were dropped. One factor in favour for crested ware was the
relatively low cost to manufacture compared to their selling price.
So, to 2012. Watching auctions, ebay and looking at collections, more crested pieces have been discovered and
documented since 2008.
At the last presentation in April 2011 at our Cornwall weekend, ‘table leagues’ for crested pieces and places
were shown. These have been updated now and show a few interesting trends. The following tables re-cap the
2008 totals, then followed by items discovered in three years to 2011 and then combined together to create a
new ‘definitive’ table.
So, let’s have a look at the results..................

2008 Irish crests
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

number of examples seen

Dublin (City and City Arms)
Killarney
Belfast
Limerick
Portrush
Enniscorthy
Enniskillen
Kilkenny
Waterford
Newry, Cork, Ballyshannon, Larne
Tramore, Drogheda, Ennis, Blackskull
Athlone, Ballymena, Portstewart,
Bundoran

32
15
9
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
1
1
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2011 Irish crests ...
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

numbers seen since 2008

Belfast
City of Dublin
Killarney
Dublin City Arms
Portrush
Limerick
Kilkenny
Enniscorthy
Athlone, Bundoran, Drogheda, Larne,
Youghal
Cork, Ballyshannon, Enniskillen, Glenarm,
Portstewart, Omagh, Londonderry,
Newtonards, Tramore

26
20
10
6
6
5
5
4
2

1

Irish crest totals seen to-date (both tables combined)
1. Dublin

58 (2 versions of this crest available)

with ‘City of Dublin’ 32’ / ‘City’ Crest 26
2. Belfast
3. Killarney
4. Portrush
5. Limerick
6. Kilkenny
7. Enniscorthy
8. Athlone
9. Drogheda
10. Larne
11. Bundoran
12. Ballyshannon
13. Waterford
14. Cork
15. Portstewart
16. Tramore
17. Youghal
18. Blackskull
19. Ennis
20. Glenarm
21. Newtonards
22. Omagh

35
25
10
9
8
7
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

So we can see with Irish crests, it is the capital city Dublin and major tourist destinations of their time that sold
the most. The other crests are evenly spread across the whole of the north and south and do not throw up any
particular patterns/concentrations of areas more popular than others.
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2008 Scottish crests towns/cities first
•

Glasgow
• Berwick on Tweed
• Dumfries
• Dunoon
• Gourock
• Maxwelltown
• Perth
• Rothesay
• Ayr
• Crieff
• Helensborough
And…
• Robbie Burns ‘Arms for Burns’
• Scotland National crest

4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
7
4

2011 Scottish crests towns/cities first. Numbers seen since 2008
•

Ayr
• Berwick on Tweed
• Gourock
• Stonehaven
• Dumfries
• Dunoon
• Glasgow
And…
• Scotland
• Arms for Burns

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
4
3

Scottish crest totals seen to-date (both tables combined)
1. Robbie Burns ‘Arms for Burns’

2. Scotland crest
3. Glasgow
4. Berwick on Tweed
5. Gourock
6. Dumfries
7. Dunoon
8. Maxwelltown
9. Perth
10. Rothesay
11. Ayr
12. Crieff
13. Gourock
14. Helensborough
15. Scotland National crest {yellow}

10
8
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

English crest totals seen to-date (no more seen since 2008)
•

•
•

Croydon
Ipswich
Southend on Sea

1 (First Black)
1
1
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We know of 2 other crests despite not having seen an actual example as copper transfer plates for these exist.
Left. Unseen
Sligo crest (Irish),
from copper plates
displayed in Pottery
Museum.
Right. Also unseen,
Dunbar crest
(Scottish), from
copper plates
displayed in Pottery
Museum

Let’s now look at shapes
Belleek Patterns/Designs seen since 2008. I have not included the
more common shapes. The list below shows the rarer pieces:•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Allingham Spill Vase
Thistle (Diamond) Vase
‘Tricorn’Top Jug (Enniskillen)
Butter Tub (shallow)
Hexagon Cup and Saucer
Rock Spill
Lily of the Valley Vase
Limpet Plate
Cleary Mug Small
Heart Cup and Saucer
Toy Shell sugar
Hastings kettle *
Tyg *
Small plain scroll handle mug *
Curl handled vase’ *
Small Moon Flask Spill Vase *
(see above right for an image of this piece)

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 [d]

* denotes a shape name not assigned by Belleek
Right. The first example seen of a crested Limpet plate used with
armorial for Arms for Burns.

Left. Two contrasting pieces... rare Toy Shell sugar, but very
common Toy Shell jug. However, when looking at the
combination of piece and crest: rare Toy Shell shape, common
Dublin crest, but with the jug, common shape, very rare crest!
Both Second Black.
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Left. A relatively rare
shape, Goss describe
this as ‘Hastings
Kettle’ after a piece
discovered there.
Rare shape with
common Dublin crest,
Second Black

Right. Rare shape
Tyg with relatively
common Killarney
crest. Second Black.

Left. One of the more
common shapes for
crested tea ware, Ring
Handle, with rarer
Limerick crest
Second Black.
Right. Very rare
shape Cleary type
Mug with rare
Enniscorthy crest,
Second Black.
Left. Only known example of
this shape, small scroll handle
plain body mug with
Londonderry crest, Second
Black.
During the talk we also looked
at the actual design of armorial
crests which are generally the
same across several
manufacturers, with slight
differences, but there have
been a few turn up vastly
different. Perhaps the most
striking is this Ennis crest.

The Belleek version (Above right) is mainly red to the body, the second
example shown ( Right), (manufacturer unknown) predominately yellow.
The Belleek example, which is un-named by the pottery but could be
described as a small ‘curl handled vase’ is an exceedingly rare shape. This
example is combined with a rare Ennis crest as well.
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Commemorative Ware
This was another area of production for Belleek which
was covered in the original article and talk Spring
2008. There have since been a couple of interesting
discoveries and images found of some of Belleek’s
production.

Cleary Mug from Cork International Exhibition 1902
(Above). Two of these have come up for sale on ebay during
2011. These are exceedingly rare and the relatively high
prices paid show that these are still highly sought after.
Only two transfer colours have been seen, green as shown on
the Cleary mug and red as shown (Left) on this ultra rare
small ‘Belgravia Creamer’ shaped jug.
Below: Another rarity in any form, Blarney castle souvenir,
this time on Beaker.

We also touched briefly on pieces produced for Clinton
Soap’s Ballymaclinton Village, 1908 Franco-British
Exhibition. Exceedingly rare pieces to find, but some of
the rarest are these two illustrated Below. The Mug
shows a general view of the village and the Skillet Pot,
interior of McKinley’s Cottage. Only one known
example of each located is in UK Group Member’s
collections.
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Royal Commemoratives
We are aware that Belleek produced royal
commemoratives, such as the Silver Jubilee example for
King George V, 1935, Right on a Star dish, 3rd Black.
However, we did not know that Belleek used their later
‘Melvin Ware’ mark for Earthenware commemoratives.
The beaker shown below was discovered during 2009 in
Enniskillen. This discovery has helped on two fronts.
Firstly, discovery of Melvin Ware commemoratives and
also that we are able to pin-point 1935 as a fixed date
when Melvin-Ware was being made and sold at Belleek.

Perhaps one of the most interesting and previously undiscovered
Commemorative pieces ever discovered has to be this extremely
rare 1901 Edward V11 Moustache Beaker (Right). What really
sets this piece out from the rest is the wonderful attention to the
flowered and gilt detailing.
We have received permission from the owner, Stephen Church at
Church’s China to use this image. As part of that permission we
re-produce Church’s China press release below which became
available in January 2011 when the beaker was first acquired.
Southampton, England January 10, 2011
Stephen Church's great-great-grandfather Thomas Church
started the company in 1848. Today it's one of the United
Kingdom's longest established China and Glass Retailers.
Stephen says over the years the company has had numerous
relocations and watched the world change through the
front windows of their shop.
This is the oldest piece of Royal memorabilia that is owned
by Church's China. The Belleek China Company moustache
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cup was made in 1901 to commemorate the coronation of King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra.
It's become quite the celebrity recently appearing on TV shows and news programs. Church said
he's had numerous offers to purchase the piece. No, it's not for sale.
As Royal Wedding excitement grows, companies are launching all sorts of items to memorialize the
big day, from Royal Wedding toy sets to commemorative china. Church’s China, including its
Internet sales division The U.K. Gift Company, has seen it all many times before. The company has
been retailing up-market Royal commemoratives for more than 150 years.
In homage to its heritage and the legacy of the Royal Family, the company maintains a small
archive of antique Royal Commemoratives that date back to the Victorian age. In the wake of
Royal Wedding fever, one piece in the collection has become something of a celebrity.
The King Edward VII Moustache Mug, manufactured in 1901 by Belleek China in Northern Ireland to
commemorate the Coronation of King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra, is Church's oldest and most
unique collectible. In recent weeks, it has appeared on the BBC network and regional news stations
throughout the United Kingdom. According to Church's China managing director Stephen Church,
the media attention has generated many offers to purchase the item, including inquiries from the
U.S. The item is not for sale.
Church adds…. “Why all this excitement over a mug? Once seen as an essential household item,
moustache mugs are now highly sought-after antiques. Because the King Edward VII Moustache Mug
is a rare Royal Commemorative, it is even more coveted by collectors.”
And goes on to explain, "When this piece was made, it was very functional. It enabled Victorian
gentlemen with their huge bushy moustaches to partake of their afternoon cup of tea without
ending up with soggy, stained whiskers. Now it is quite a novelty."
Church's China Managing Director Stephen Church shows off the coveted King Edward VII Moustache
Mug, a piece that has become somewhat of a celebrity in the wake of Royal Wedding fever.
Moustache mugs have a special ledge across the top, referred to in Victorian days as a moustache
guard. The moustache guard has a semicircle opening against the side of the cup, enabling a
gentleman's moustache to remain dry while he sips his tea through the opening. They were very
popular in Britain and the U.S through the turn of the century but as the Roaring 20s took hold,
moustaches fell out of fashion and, alas, so did the moustache mug.
Church adds that Royal Wedding memorabilia items are very popular with collectors because they
tend to gain value over time, particularly if they are part of a limited edition collection or they
become very uncommon. Church says, "I often find myself pondering what piece from the 2011
Royal Wedding will be the stand-out in a hundred years' time."
Church's China, established in 1858, sells a wide range of china and other collectibles. Specializing
in royal commemorative memorabilia, the company has locations in Northampton and Market
Harborough, England as well as an online division, The U.K. Gift Company.

Acknowledgments
[a] Church’s China: http://www.theukgiftcompany.com. Thanks also to Nancy Marshall Communications for
assistance for use of the above press release: http://www.marshallpr.com
[b] Images courtesy of various collectors and eBay
[c] UK Belleek Collectors’ Group Newsletter, July 2008 29-2, ‘Belleek and the Crested Revolution', Simon
Whitlock
[d] Marion Langham – Belleek Irish Porcelain
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Don Clinton's
Belleek
Eighteen years ago, in June
1993, Don Clinton, one of
our US members, the BCIS
Belleek Honouree in 1990
and a true enthusiast for
Belleek, began a series of
articles which were then
published in the "Irish
Tribune".
Don wrote the articles and
Betty, his wife, took the
photographs.
We are reproducing these
articles in the Newsletter:
here is the article Don wrote
for the April issue of the Irish
Tribune.
Here he considers the gold
mark period (1980-1993) and
the changes that happened at
Belleek in the 1980's, leading
to George Moore taking over
the Pottery in March 1990.
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Auction Report
- some exceptional items of Belleek
Irish Belleek black mark porcelain floral basket
…5 3/4" height and 8 1/4" across… one chip on one side of the
molded floral decoration…no other chips, cracks or damage

Sold for: US$330.01
EBay seller: rosecrestantiques
Period: Second Black
Antique hand painted Belleek
creamer / milk jug / pitcher
…6 1/2" tall… blue ridges …&
large pink bow …relief work hand
painted …gold highlights. Minor
wear …No chips or cracks

Sold for: US$539.30
EBay seller: the-antique-company
Period: First Black
Mother of Pearl #D117 Oval Rathmore Basket
…applied banding on base reads; Belleek Co. Fermanagh, Ireland.
… in amazingly good condition, top of one loop is missing and very small portion of the crafted sunflower
shows some loss…

Sold for: US$1025. EBay seller: thegoodstuff, Period: 4th Period – 4 Strand
BELLEEK PAINTED BREAD
PLATE
NO CHIPS, CRACKS OR
RESTORATION BUT
UNFORTUNATELY .. IS A FAIR
AMOUNT OF PAINT LOSS..

Sold for: £79.99
EBay seller: markh424
Period: First Black
VERY RARE BELLEEK VASE
…has 3 green edged shells … base
has green root design …approx 4
1/2 ins tall …in perfect condition

Sold for: £89
EBay seller: glad1have
Period: Second Black
Belleek Large Size Frog, Spoonwarmer Vase
… made .. in two sizes,…this is rare larger version… excellent condition

Sold for: £499
EBay seller: donegalantiques,
Period: First Black
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BELLEEK CHARGER / LARGE PLATE 1st PERIOD CHINESE
DRAGON DESIGN
EXCELLENT CONDITION AS WITH MOST OF EARLY BELLEEK
THERE ARE SMALL BLACK FIRING MARKS …SIZE 14.1/2"

Sold for: £360
EBay seller: mpw1940
Period: First Black
2 period black mark bellek
tray [SIC]
…approx 43cm ..Slight green
tinge to outer, with gold edging.
No cracks, or repairs.

Sold for: £150
EBay seller: thechatroomking
Period: Second Black
BELLEEK TRAY RARE SPIDERS WEB DESIGN
…DRESSING TABLE …EXCELLENT CONDITION… MINOR
RUBBING WEAR TO THE GILDING …INTRICATE BLACK
PAINTING TO THE SPIDERS WEB IS NEARLY ALL RUBBED
OFF

Sold for: £500
EBay seller: mpw1940
Period: First Black
Belleek LIMPET GREEN Tea Pot with Lid
5 1/2" tall …some discoloration from age…inside lid has a chip and a
crack that has been repaired

Sold for: US$149.99
EBay seller: clareted
Period: Second Black
'INSTITUTE' CREAM JUG
WITH SEAHORSE HANDLE
SLIGHT 'AS FOUND' ON RIM

Sold for: US$102.50
EBay seller: ja_lucas
Period: First Black
BLACK MARK CUP AND
SAUCER
…also a #2 below the mark … in excellent condition

Sold for: US$350
EBay seller: davisfrst2as5, Period: First Black
Dragon BELLEEK CHINESE Teapot Tea Pot First Black
…Just over 3" … It holds 1 cup… Condition - Excellent

Sold for: US$1599.99
EBay seller: fourscore4, Period: First Black
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Belleek Porcelain 'Echinus' Large Tray
…excellent condition, some very slight minor surface wear,
…and tiny soot 'pin' marks..tray is 455mm long

Sold for: £395
EBay seller: donegalantiques
Period: First Black
ECHINUS TEA
KETTLE. 2BM. PINK
& GILDED
…washed with pink
highlights and gilded…
in excellent condition

Sold for: £295.51
EBay seller: mr.firswood
Period: Second Black
ECHINUS CREAMER CREAM PITCHER & SUGAR
BOWL
Other than very slight gold loss to the sugar bowl rim… No
chips, hairlines or restorations. The glaze is beautiful.

Sold for: US$499.99, EBay seller: sokpop, Period: First Black
BELLEEK CREAMER, SECOND BLACK
…Beautiful and delicate …with a twisted handle and crossed
design to the body.…condition is very good..

Sold for: US$100
EBay seller: bluenewhall
Period: Second Black
Shamrock Tea
Ware Second
Period
Moustache Cup
& Saucer
…excellent
condition. Listed in
the 1904 Belleek
catalog as #D374-II
under shamrock tea
ware…

Sold for: US$320
EBay seller:
thegoodstuff
Period: Second Black
Hexagon Tea Ware Moustache Cup & Saucer
… tinted and gilted… in mint condition.

Sold for: US$305.01
EBay seller: thegoodstuff, Period: Second Black
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Earthenware 1st period Bowl
…brown foliage/flower printed transfer decoration…slight crazing
…minor wear…otherwise fine…unusual decoration…9 ¼”…

Sold for: £62
EBay seller: donegalantiques
Period: First Black
Earthenware Plate
1st Black Mark
Monogrammed Plate
..base hand painted
number 154 also
impressed crown &
harp mark…23cm.
No damage.

Sold for: £45
EBay seller:
victormeldrew
Period: First Black
Earthenware Armorial Soup Plate 1st Black
26 cm wide… pattern number 362, No damage, … Fides Non
Timet, family motto to crest…impressed crown and harp mark

Sold for: £57
EBay seller: texmex58, Period: First Black
BELLEEK THORN SERVING BOWL
Blue leaves with some pink & white flowers. Gold stems.
… bowl 8½" long.. under tray almost 8½" long… marked "Thorn",
596 and registry mark… Nice condition

Sold for: US$99.99
EBay seller: poupas2, Period: First Black
1895 Belfast Arts & Industrial Exhibition China Plate
looks to be Belleek
…original vintage 1895 Belfast Arts & Industrial Exhibition China
Plate looks to be Belleek 10cm…loss of gilt edge.

Sold for: £60, EBay seller: rosatheatons
Period: 1895 [Ed: probably not Belleek – but a very interesting
item]
Irish Belleek
'Agate' mug
…rare 'agate'
decorated pattern,
printed 2nd
mark…excellent
condition,

Sold for: £91,
EBay seller:
donegalantiques,
Period: Second Black
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Antique 'Give us This Day Our Daily Bread', Irish
Belleek Pottery
…painted and gilded bread plate, possibly Belleek Pottery,
but unmarked, WE have seen a previous example with 1st
period incised and printed mark, this example is not
marked…12¼” long,

Sold for: £172
EBay seller:
donegalantiques
Period: Victorian
MELVIN WARE MILK JUG WITH CELTIC DESIGN
'Melvin ware' between about 1936 and 1946. It is decorated with a multicoloured Celtic design band... wear to gilded rim, otherwise condition
excellent

Sold for: Jug £68, sugar £64, 6¾” plate £62
EBay seller: sense_antiques, Period: Third Black?

BELLEEK COFFEE SERVICE
….Set includes coffee pot, creamer, sugar bowl,
6 saucers and 5 cups there is a hairline crack in
sugar bowl

Sold for: US$565, EBay seller:
hockeymom3041, Period: Third Black

CELTIC …. CUP & SAUCER 6 COLOR VARIETY
…IN GREAT CONDITION WITH NO DAMAGE.

Sold for: US$169.16, EBay seller: enigmoid, Period: Third Black
12 piece
Cabaret
Set 2nd
black
mark
Set in
basket
weave
pattern. In
very good
condition

Sold for: £850, EBay seller: homefield3838, Period: Second Black
Belleek Hexagonal Creamer 2nd BLACK Mark
…in very good condition… measures 2" tall

Sold for: $45, EBay seller: rossr45, Period: Second Black
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NEPTUNE CUP, SAUCER & PLATE 3rd Black Mark, ART
DECO PATTERN
Superbly decorated.. Each "rib" ..has a yellow green tint with
either side highlighted in blue…The gilding is excellent… with a
pattern number of "113"

Sold for: US$285
EBay seller: apollo_antiques
Period: Third Black
Porcelain Ewer Vase
Pitcher
6'' high…ivory/beige color with
gold and green hand painted
lines

Sold for: US$149.50
EBay seller: courty-wins1
Period: First Green
Shell Plateau with Painted
Cottage
…one of a kind dish with green
tint edges, and a hand-painted
cottage scene…free of damage of
any kind… 5" wide

Sold for: US$214.41
EBay seller: otisisdog
Period: Third Black
Large Belleek Vase No
chips or cracks
Really nice large Belleek
vase…No chips or cracks

Sold for: US$202.50
EBay seller: hucknineteen
Period: Modern?
Yellow Sea Fern 3 Footed
Pot First Black Mark
…moulded sea fern with tints of
yellow. It is in very good
condition… 2.5” high

Sold for: £89.78, EBay seller: premierpottery. Period: First Black
FIRST BLACK MARK RARE LILY BASKET
..9" tall…Both sides have a pink-tinted water lily with two buds and lily leaf
pads in blue-green and yellow with touches of pink… appears to be a small,
very old restoration on underside at top of handle…

Sold for: US$499
EBay seller: sokpop
Period: First Black
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And Finally... some really good news!
Headstone Project – Final Update.
By Pat and Paul Tubb
Following our article in the October 2011 newsletter in which we spoke about our arranging with the
monumental mason in Trenton NJ to design and make the memorials for the three potters graves and that we
knew we had more or less raised the amount of money needed by the close of the Convention in Chicago we
can now tell you that by the end of September the remaining amount had come in from various Chapters and, in
fact, we had to stop some from giving more than was needed!! Once again a very big ‘Thank You’ to all
involved.
We agreed the contract for the work to be done and by December we heard that the first two memorials were in
place at Riverview Cemetery and then in early February the one at Greenwood Cemetery was in place also. The
pictures of the memorials in place give you some idea of the style and lettering on them, even though a couple
were taken in the rain.

In our final correspondence with the monumental mason, Mike Willey, he says
“It was a pleasure working with you. It is always nice to get to do something different and preserve history”.
When we are next in the USA, hopefully for the next Convention, we expect to arrange a brief dedication
ceremony at the sites of these memorials in Trenton. It would be lovely for as many as possible of all those who
contributed in any way to the project and who wish to attend to join us. Watch this space for further details.
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